A significant part of the proteome is composed of intrinsically-disordered proteins (IDPs). These proteins do not fold into a well-defined structure and behave like ordinary polymers. In this work we consider IDPs which have the tendency to aggregate, model them as heteropolymers that contain a small number of associating monomers and use computer simulations in order to compare the aggregation of such IDPs that are grafted to a surface or free in solution. We then discuss how such grafting may affect the analysis of in-vitro experiments and could also be used to suppress harmful aggregation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Proteins are usually thought of as having a well-defined tertiary structure (unique native state) that is determined by their amino-acid sequence. In the simplest models of protein folding [1] , proteins fold into this spatial structure based on the sequence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic amino-acids. Because hydrophobic monomers attract and hydrophylic monomers repel each other, the former are found in the interior and the latter are found on the surface of folded proteins [2] . This guarantees the solubility and suppresses the aggregation of proteins in the aqueous environment of the cell. The above strategy fails in the case of IDPs which do not fold into a well-defined three dimensional structure, but still have a functional role to play in the cell [3, 4] (IDPs that consist of folded domains connected by hydrophylic linkers are an exception to this rule since their hydrophobic parts are not exposed [5] ). One such example is the nucleoporins (nups) of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) [6] [7] [8] . The NPC controls the transport of macromolecules between the nucleus and the cytoplasm. The nups are block copolymers comprised a folded domain that forms the rigid scaffold of the NPC and an unfolded domain which is enriched in hydrophobic phenylalanine-glycine repeats (FG nups). A coarse-grained representation of the NPC corresponds to FG nups grafted to the inner surface of a channel [9] . FG nups have alternating hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains along their backbone, which raises the probability of association amongst them when they are in an aqueous environment. While there is agreement on the importance of associations between FG nups and transport receptors [10, 11] , it is unclear how big a role attractive interactions between nucleoporins plays in the NPC [12] , with one school of thought asserting that the nucleoporins form a strong hydrogel and another stating that they are mainly brush-like [13] . Another example of such a system are neurofilaments which are important for maintaining axon structure in neurons [14, 15] . They also contain flexible side arms which respond dynamically to the environment [16] and associate via electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged residues [17] . While attractive interactions between the disordered subdomains play an important role in stabilizing the structure of the neurofilament network, aggregation of neurofilaments is also associated with neurodegenerative diseases [18] .
Note that in both the NPC and the neurofilaments, the IDPs are grafted to a surface.
Whilst grafting can provide clear benefits for localization and introduce a degree of spatial ordering in the system, a less explored aspect is how aggregation of IDPs is affected by the grafting. In cases where the IDPs need to associate in order to perform their function, grafting may affect the partitioning of bound monomers between intra and intermolecular bonds and suppress the formation of harmful larger aggregates. Furthermore, the fact that the chains (in the NPC and in neurofilaments) are grafted in vivo, but experiments that test the behavior of IDPs are often done on free chains in solution in vitro, could potentially mean that, while the in vitro experiments can give us some level of understanding, the propensity to aggregate may be different in the two systems and lead one to erroneous conclusions about in vivo behavior. For instance, experiments on nucleoporins in solution suggest that they form hydrogels [19, 20] . How this is affected by grafting has not been explored so far.
Taking such ideas as our inspiration, in this paper we will examine the differences between model systems of disordered polymers when they are either free or grafted. In particular we shall investigate how the aggregation of soluble heteropolymers with a small number of attractive groups is affected by the grafting constraint.
II. MODEL SYSTEM
The model system we choose is a system of M polymer chains each of N = 50 monomers (beads). Most of the beads on this chain interact via the repulsive part of a Lennard-Jones potential, and the backbone of the chain is connected via the FENE potential (see SI). We designate some of the beads along the backbone of this polymer as being "stickers" (in the terminology of ref. [21] ) that have an attractive Lennard-Jones interaction of strength with other such stickers. We then study how the system behaves when the chains are either grafted to a surface or are free to move throughout the volume (the latter case has been previously studied using both mean-field [22] and simulation methods [23] ). In this work we use Langevin dynamics to simulate the above model of associating polymers. Simulation details are available in the supplementary information.
In fig. 1 we show a snapshot of the system for grafted and free chains. There are various parameters we can control in this system: the density ρ of free chains, the grafting density ρ g of grafted chains, the strength of interaction between stickers , the number of stickers on a chain and their positions along the chain contour. We fix the interaction parameter at = 5, and restrict our focus to the cases where the number of stickers is either 3 or 4 (less than 10% of the beads). This choice guarantees that (a) individual polymers remain soluble and assume expanded conformations in dilute solution and (b) that even though associations are quite strong, they remain reversible in the sense that "bonds" form and break in the course of the simulation. The main quantity we are interested in studying is how the system behaves as a function of the density. There is a problem here as the two systems have different control parameters which define their density. In the system of free chains, we control the overall density by setting the volume of the simulation. In the system of grafted chains we control the grafting density but the monomer density can vary since it depends on the state of extension of the chains which, in turn, depends on the repulsion between chains, the persistence length, the strength and number of stickers, etc. In order to compare the free and the grafted chains we define the following control parameter L which 4 characterizes the separation between the chains:
mean separation between free chains (1)
distance between grafting points (2)
III. RESULTS
We first look at how the association of the polymers changes as a function of the parameter L for the free and the grafted chains. In order to do this we need a suitable definition of what it means when we say that two polymers are bound together. We choose to define two polymers as being bound together when any of their attractive groups are within a cutoff distance of 1.5 (in units of the bead diameter σ -see SI) from each other. As there are multiple attractive groups per polymer, larger structures can form from these pairwise interactions, i.e. when polymer A is bound to polymer B which is bound to polymer C, there is a polymer cluster of size 3. We can categorize all of these pairwise interactions on a graph of the polymers, where an edge between any two polymers indicates that the two are
bound. An example of this can be seen in fig. 2 for both free and grafted chains. Chains can be either bound to other chains, to themselves (represented as loops) or not bound to anything at all. Every snapshot of the system will have some configuration of this sort.
Using these graphs we can analyze the properties of the systems of free and grafted chains.
A pertinent question when discussing gelation is the percolation of bound polymer chains in the system. In other words, what proportion of the total number of chains are found in the largest cluster of the system M LC /M (where M LC is the number of polymers in the largest cluster)? If this number is 1 that means that all the chains in the system are bound in the same cluster (a gel), whereas if it is 0 that means none of the chains are bound. We can study this ratio for both the grafted and the free systems as a function of L. We look at this for both the case where there are 3 and 4 attractive monomers per chain.
As seen in fig. 3 , there is a large difference in when gelation occurs for grafted and free systems as a function of L. As expected, when there are 4 attractive beads the polymers associate into one big cluster at larger values of L than when there are 3 beads. However, the most interesting aspect is when the transitions occur for the grafted and the free chains.
When the chains are free the value of L required for the transition to one large interconnected cluster is significantly higher than for the grafted chains. Note that under conditions when the free chains form a connected cluster that percolates through the system, only small localized clusters are observed for grafted chains ( fig. 2 ). This concurs with the observation of "bundles" in simulations of grafted FG nups [24] .
The metric, M LC /M , does not provide complete information about the complexity of the 6 system since the two largest clusters in the free and the grafted system may be of the same size but could have significantly different distributions of edges or vertex arrangements.
For example consider the question whether the bonds in the system are intra-chain (two attractive beads on the same chain bound together) or inter-chain (two attractive beads bound that belong to two different polymers) In fig. 4 we observe that both the free and the grafted polymers follow a similar pattern for the proportion of bonds that are intra-chain or inter-chain. As expected, the fraction of intra-chain bonds decreases and that of interchain bonds increases with increasing concentration. The main difference is a shift in the value of L where the cross-over from intra to inter-chain association occurs. Since in our model the attractive interactions between stickers are non-saturating (there is no imposed limit on the size of clusters of stickers), it is interesting to compare the numbers of stickers in clusters of grafted and free chains. In fig.6 we show the number of stickers per cluster for the two systems for L = 9.5 (below gel point concentration for both free and grafted chains ) and for L = 6.75 (above gel point for free but not for grafted chains). While below percolation threshold both distributions fall monotonically with cluster size as the formation of large clusters of stickers is suppressed by excluded volume repulsions between the chains attached to the stickers in the clusters, a maximum in the distribution of cluster sizes (at about 7 stickers per cluster) is observed above the gel point for the free case. This correlates strongly with the lifetimes of each cluster as seen in figure S1 in the SI which also exhibit a maximum at 8-9 stickers per cluster. The existence of this maximum reflects the interplay of 7 FIG. 5. The probability that a sticker is found in a cluster that contains a given number of stickers.
Distributions are shown for both free and grafted systems at L = 6.75 and L = 9.5. Beyond the gel transition of the free system, there is a maximum for at intermediate cluster sizes (for the same value of L a shoulder is observed in the grafted case).
the attraction between stickers (that favors larger clusters) and excluded volume repulsions and loss of conformational entropy (both increasing with cluster size).
IV. DISCUSSION
In this work we used computer simulations to study the simplest model of free and grafted IDPs -that of a heteropolymer consisting mostly of repulsive and some attractive monomers. In order to model water-soluble IDPs the parameters were chosen such that (a) the radii of gyration of isolated polymers are only weakly perturbed by the presence of associating monomers and (b) the stretching of individual grafted chains is similar to that of a polymer brush in good solvent (not shown). Note that for the value of the interaction parameter ( = 5) and the range of concentrations in our study, if the stickers were not parts of otherwise repulsive polymers, they would be far into the solid regime. The fact that the stickers are short segments of otherwise repulsive polymers surppresses aggregation and limits the maximum possible size of clusters to about 12-14 stickers. This is due to several factors. Firstly, the hard sphere repulsion of the monomers attached to the stickers reduces the second virial coefficient between the polymers [21] and makes it more difficult for the stickers to bind together. In addition, the clustering of the stickers comes at some entropic cost (it limits the conformational space of the polymers).
While it is not immediately clear that grafting would have a significant effect on ag-gregation, our results suggest that the formation of large aggregates is strongly suppressed by grafting the IDPs to a surface. Note, however, that comparison between two different systems depends on the conditions at which they are studied and ideally, these conditions should be the same. Unfortunately, there is an inherent ambiguity as to whether the free and the grafted systems should be compared at the same distance between monomers or at the same distance between chains. For free polymers both distances can be controlled by adjusting the volume of the system but for grafted polymers only the distance between the chains L can be controlled by adjusting the grafting density (because chains in the brush can stretch, the distance between monomers is not fixed by the grafting constraint). A large difference between the agreggation propensities of free and grafted chains is found when the comparison is made at fixed L but only minor differences are observed if the comparison is made at similar monomer concentrations. We would like to emphasize that this ambiguity
is not a handicap of our model -it would be present in any experiment that attempts to compare systems of free and grafted polymers.
There are intriguing insights from this model that may be of relevance to biological systems. For instance, in the nuclear pore complex there is some confusion over whether the nucleoporins form either a gel or a brush in vivo [12] . Experimental studies on free nucleoporins can possibly provide some answers about which of these two outcomes is more likely. However, given the differences observed in the results section, such experiments need to take into account that the gel point may be different if the chains were grafted, depending on the various parameters involved in the problem. There are obviously differences between our model and the real system, which has a curved geometry and many different types of polymers, persistence lengths, interactions, etc. However, it may help to understand some of the observed irregularities in this field.
A related question is why are any intrinsically disordered proteins in many living systems attached to surfaces? Obviously, if there is a need to localize chains somewhere, grafting will ensure this. However, there is another possibility, that grafting of chains may be a mechanism by which biological systems can control the extent and the strength of aggregation. In such unfolded proteins, both hydrophobic and hydrophilic domains are exposed to the aqueous environment, leading to the possibility of aggregation. Large aggregates, either from natively unfolded or misfoled proteins can be biologically harmful. By keeping these proteins grafted to a surface, one can maintain some functionally important degree of association while 9 suppressing the formation of aggregates.
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where we take K = 30 and R 0 = 1.5.
We verified that at these sets of parameters that the interactions in the system were reversible. We first run the simulation for a few thousand Lennard-Jones times for equilibration and then collect data after this point.
Appendix B: Lifetime of Clusters cluster persists before it either loses or gains a particle. This graph looks a lot like the graph of the probability for a particle to be found in a cluster of a given size.
